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“Also junior?”

“You know his true ability.”

“The junior in the military area competition that year was the junior in your mouth,
leading the Qinglong team to explode the entire army.”

“He swept the four major war zones with his own power.”

“Four. The chief instructor of the military region is either dead or disabled!”

“Because of him, the war god of the army came to visit in person.”

“Because of him, the Noirfork defense zone changed hands directly.”

“After that, he was sealed to the country and moved to Yanshan to guard the summer. “

His height is something you will never be

able to achieve in your life.” “So capable and capable of doing so, you, a small teacher,
dare to underestimate?”

Lu Tianhe spoke sonorously, every word, only if the stone fell to the ground, there was a
sound. .

For Mark, Lu Tianhe used to admire and value it.

But now, he is left with awe and respect.

But now, the person he respected was so underestimated by his subordinates, Lu
Tianhe was naturally angry.

“War…The God of War is here to explore?”

“The army.. The military region changes ownership?”

Lu Tianhe’s words, every sentence can be said to hit the soul directly.



Dai Muyang’s eyes were shocked, and the storm swept across his heart.

He never thought that a junior boy, at such an age, would have such an achievement?
Can the military region change ownership?

No wonder, even Fang Shaohong was in awe of him.

“Okay, I’ll take a longer look.”

“As long as you meet Major General Qinglong, you will be honest with me!”

“This kind of person, even if you have ten heads, you can’t afford to provoke.”

Lu Tianhe did not punish Dai Muyang too much. After all, no one is guilty. .

After all, Dai Muyang had been out for many years, and I didn’t know that Mark’s
majesty was normal.

Afterwards, Fang Shaohong and the two asked Dai Muyang to lead the way, and they
began to inspect the blockade here.

However, not long after, another person appeared in the blocked area ahead.

“Commander, what should I do?” Dai Muyang asked.

Fang Shaohong said coldly: “According to the rules, first deduct the name, and then ask
for the source name.”

“In short, no one is allowed to come or go.”

At this time, Fang Shaohong and the two had already inspected and returned to the
camp.

“Well, I will arrange to do it now.” Dai Muyang said respectfully.

“Wait for a while, after you ask the origin of your name, remember to report it.” Lu Tianhe
seemed to have thought of something, and added.

After the order was over, Dai Muyang went down to do it.

“Tianhe, what’s the matter, why do you ask?” Fang Shaohong curiously asked after Dai
Muyang left.

Lu Tianhe replied, “I’m afraid it’s not an ordinary person who showed up here at this
time.”

“It’s better to ask clearly.”



Lu Tianhe picked up the teacup at the table and took a sip of strong tea after he finished
speaking.

At this time, Dai Muyang pushed the door and walked in: “Commander Fang, Instructor
Lu, I’ve asked clearly.”

“He said his name is Ye Qingtian.”

Puff ~ As

soon as the voice fell, the tea that Lu Tianhe had just reached his mouth spouted out.

“Quickly~”

“Quickly…Quickly…”

“

Come on with us…” Lu Tianhe got up quickly, pulling Dai Muyang and ran out.

Such a reaction shocked everyone: “Instructor Lu, what’s the matter?”

“What the peat!”

“Ye Qingtian, he is the god of war in our army!”

“You idiots.”

“Who are you?” Dare to buckle me!”

Lu Tianhe was scared to pee.

What’s going on tonight, how come one by one, they are all immortal-level figures.

Hearing Lu Tianhe’s words, Dai Muyang and the others turned pale as well.

God of War is very famous in the army.

But not many people know his real name.

Only high-level people at the level of Lu Tianhe just knew about it.

However, what disappointed Lu Tianhe was that Ye Qingtian had already left when he
arrived.

When he missed his idol, Lu Tianhe was a little bit lost.



And the other side.

Mark took Tang Yun out of Yanyang Town for dozens of miles to the Yellow River.

As long as you cross the Yellow River, you are the Fenghai land boundary.

However, when he was a hundred meters away from the river, Mark’s forward footsteps
suddenly stopped.

He raised his head and looked forward.

There, the lonely shadow of the cold river, fluttering in white!
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“You are here, Mark.”

“I’ve been waiting for you for a long time.” The

faint words, like an old friend meeting, slowly sounded in the night.

Under the feet, the waves are rolling.

The water of the Yellow River reflects the brilliance of the moon, stretching endlessly, as
if coming from the sky.

The man stood here, as if blending in with the surrounding night, it was natural.

When saying this, the figure in white clothes always turned his back to Mark.

On the banks of the Yellow River, he stood with his hands in his hands, just watching the
long river billowing, thousands of miles of picturesque mountains and rivers.

However, even if he can’t see his face, Mark already knows who the person in front of
him is, just through the temperament it reveals.

Facing this person’s words, Mark remained silent for a long time.

Just standing in place, with deep pupils looking forward, and above the delicate face,
there is inexplicable emotion.

Just like this, the silence here lasted for a long time.

In the end, because Tang Yun’s injury in his arms could not tolerate any delay, Mark
took the lead in speaking.



“I’m Mark for half a lifetime. I don’t know how many battles I have. I don’t know how
many battles.”

“It’s an enemy no

matter how strong it is. If you block me, I will be able to kill Mark. It is absolutely
unambiguous.” “But if there is only one in this world. One person is the one I don’t want
to be an enemy with, and that is you.”

“War God Ye Qingtian.”

Mark’s voice was not loud, but it fell in the ears of others, but it was extraordinarily
weighty.

Hearing this, the white figure who had been facing Mark in front of him, finally turned
around.

In the moonlight, above the majestic face of the God of War, there was still a smile on
his face.

“If this is the case, then let go of Tang Yun.”

“In the future, I and you will still be worthy of brothers.”

If you say that when you first met Mark, Ye Qingtian just regarded him as a potential
junior.

But as Mark’s strength gradually emerged, Ye Qingtian had already regarded Mark as
an existence at the same level as himself.

The weak eats the strong, the strength is the respect.

This world is like this forever.

If you want to be respected by others, you have the strength to match it.

And Mark, obviously has the qualifications to have an equal dialogue with the God of
War.

“I’m sorry.”

“I can’t meet this requirement.”

“I have said that today is the people of the whole world blocking me, and I will blaze a
trail to take her away safely.”

Without the slightest hesitation, in God of War When the words fell, Mark directly
refused.



The words are firm and decisive!

“Also, fight with me?” Ye Qingtian raised his eyebrows and asked in a deep voice.

“Don’t hesitate to fight.” Mark’s words were short, but powerful.

Phew~

When Mark’s words fell, the surrounding temperature dropped instantly.

The cold wind blows up, and the fallen leaves are flying.

Even the surging Yellow River under Ye Qingtian’s feet caused a majestic and huge
wave.

On the horizon, the wind is surging.

Here, the waves screamed wildly.

A peerless battle seems to be about to start.

“Mark, I…”

It seemed that she felt the strong pressure on the God of War, and Tang Yun’s pretty
face in Mark’s arms was undoubtedly paler.

She pulled the corner of Mark’s clothes, looked at Mark with beautiful eyes like water, as
if she wanted to persuade Mark to leave her alone.

After all, Ye Qingtian is no better than others.

This person has been famous for a long time, but he is the strongest person in the
summer.

When Tang Yun had not yet taken the position of Chumen Sect Master, the name of the
God of War Ye Qingtian had already become famous all over the world.

Although ranked on the top list, Tang Yun is above Ye Qingtian.

However, after all, she had never fought Ye Qingtian head-on.

How much is the strength of this God of War in the Summer, even Tang Yun has no idea
in his heart, let alone Mark, who has only recently become famous?

But, where is Mark’s chance to talk to Tang Yun?



Seeing the young man bend down slowly, and then gently put Tang Yun on the huge
boulder aside: “Wait for me here.”
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